The MATRIX-System
Form Adapting Support Technique

®

MATRIX-Innovative

MATRIX - your partner for sophisticated holding and clamping systems
If you want to be successful today, you have to be above all flexible. With MATRIX, you are deciding on the
highest flexibility.
The MATRIX system has already convinced and delighted many well-known companies. From watchmakers to
Formula 1. In other words: in areas in which precision and reliability have the highest priority.
Quality prevails!
The MATRIX system regularly achieves best marks in practical tests. MATRIX was awarded the LandesInnovationspreis (Federal State Prize for Innovation) in November 2006.

®

MATRIX GmbH Stuttgart
Felix-Wankel-Straße 6
73760 Ostfildern/Nellingen
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 711 22 93 28-0
Fax:
+49 (0) 711 22 93 28-22
Info@matrix-innovations.com
www.matrix-innovations.com
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The MATRIX-Principle
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1. Light pressure forms the structure

2. Pins are easily fixed into place with a handle

3. The form is finished

4. Quickly ready for another application

The MATRIX-Principle

The Function
Individually-sprung stainless steel pins exert a light counter-pressure. A stable, shaped support is thus created in
seconds.
All MATRIX modules are made from high quality aluminium alloys and provided with a protective anodic
coating. That means:

high stability
low dead weight
no maintenance

The idea: the work piece forms the support itself
The pins of the MATRIX module adapt to any shape
like a pincushion.
simple
quick
precise
Fix, hold or clamp work pieces with a perfect form
fit. MATRIX has perfected a simple idea and offers a
new way.
Save time and money with MATRIX!
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MATRIX - Systems

Support-Systems / X-Support XL

Support-Systems / X-Support SXS

Profile-Systems & Accessories

MATRIX-Systems
for
Measurement Technology

Holding-Systems / X-Grip XS

Support-Systems / X-Support XS

Holding-Systems / X-Grip XL
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Flexible and Versatile

Customized and versatile

MATRIX modules to suit everybody

With the practical building block system, all MATRIX
modules can be combined any way you like.

So that you can use the possibilities of the MATRIX
system according to your needs, it is available as
individual modules or in sets.

In conjunction with intermediate elements, angle
pieces, conical and prism receptacles, the pin
modules can be adapted optimally to any contour.

Naturally all accessories can be reordered
individually and used with all variants. This allows
individual tasks to be carried out perfectly.

Your Advantage:
flexibel
economic
versatile
upgradable

The X-Support Family

Today and tomorrow.
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MATRIX Support-Systems

X-Support XL
As a specialist for sophisticated die-cast parts and
elaborate car body parts, the X-Support XL is
particularly suited for use with horizontal arm
measuring devices.
Thanks to the particularly low spring pressure, gentle
impression forming is possible even for delicate
components.
The pins are also available in special versions with
exchangeable plastic or brass caps for parts with
sensitive surfaces.
Carry heavy loads. Easily.

Secure and steady. Complicated contour in grip

Fixing complex work piece surfaces
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MATRIX Support-Systems

X-Support SXS
If the interference contour needs to be kept particularly
small, the X-Support SXS is the ideal choice.
Despite its own small size, complex work pieces can be
held securely. High accessibility is ensured particularly
when used with co-ordinate measuring devices.
Thanks to a comprehensive range of accessories with
stepless adjustable angle pieces, jointed elements and
diverse pressure pads, the X-Support SXS fulfils any
task required of it to the optimum.
The diameter of the X-Support SXS is a mere 26 mm.
A total of 37 pins form a perfect impression of your
work piece.
Complicated contour in grip

Secure fixing of the smallest surfaces

Small base - big work piece
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MATRIX Holding-Systems

X-Support XS
The easily movable pins of the X-Support XS adapt
themselves perfectly to the shape of the work piece.
As a support specialist for constantly changing parts,
the X-Support XS has proven itself in particular in
the advertising material industry. Barely perceivable
spring pressure and outstanding handling are perfect
prerequisites for use in laser labelling or pad
printing.
Thanks to its particularly compact construction, the
X-Support XS is especially suited for use in
measurement technology as a support system for
portal measuring devices.
Adapting to the work piece. Perfekt for medical technology

Excat contour formed and held

Secure hold for every work piece
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MATRIX Holding-Systems

X-Grip XL
Strong hold for heavy parts.
Even heavy die-cast parts can be held securely by
means of large-area, precise impression formation.
A further speciality of the X-Grip XL in comparison
with conventional systems is its variable clamping
width. This is limited only by the length of the T-slot
profile plate upon which the two jaws can be
smoothly moved.
Like all MATRIX systems, the X-Grip XL can also be
combined with a comprehensive range of accessories.
Here again, in traditional MATRIX manner, the work
piece can be placed at any conceivable angle in order
to position it ideally for further processing.
Secure hold for fittings

Excat contour formed and held
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MATRIX Holding-Systems

X-Grip XS
Position your work piece how you want it…
By means of its smoothly adjustable angle joint, the
X-Grip XS can be tilted through 360° and thus
brought into the optimum working position.
Thanks to perfect, large-area impression formation
with a total of 116 pins, small and delicate work
pieces can also be held securely
Due to its small size, the X-Grip XS can be integrated
even in small measuring devices.
Perfect stability for small work pieces thanks to
optimum form fit.
Casts the exact contour and fixes firmly

Clamped and fixed within seconds

Can be tilted 360° to the ideal position
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MATRIX Profile-Systems

MATRIX frame systems for car body construction
In conjunction with aluminium frames,
MATRIX-Systems make larger and more complex
installations possible.
Handy: after use, they can be dismantled and stored
to save space. That saves on storage costs.
More advantages:
particularly short assembly times
easy accessibility when measuring
stepless adjustment
can be combined with all MATRIX modules
You can react to measurement orders quickly and
flexibly with the MATRIX frame system, especially in
car body, door and bonnet construction.
Can be combined with all MATRIX modules

Held secure for measurement application

High-flexbilble because of stepless adjustment
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MATRIX-Fixture Tables

X-Table
The tabletop of the MATRIX mounting table can be
tilted stepless through 90° by means of a hand crank.
Thanks to the T-groove tabletop, all MATRIX systems
can be mounted quickly and easily.
The table can be fitted with equipment in a horizontal
position and then brought into a vertical position.
In this way, the work piece can be brought into an
optimum measurement position (position as on the
vehicle).
The table can be raised up from the adjustable feet by
means of lifting rollers and moved with no effort.
The work piece is easily set in position to be worked on

Movable with no effort because of lifting rollers

Stepless tilting to measurement position
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MATRIX-Interfaces

Versatile - even outside its own system
MATRIX systems are not only strong in combination
with each other, they also serve as intermediate and
connecting pieces to already existing installations.
An economical extension is thus created quickly and
easily.
Simple handling. Multiple compatibility.
Various superstructures for work pieces in any shape
and size can be assembled using one of the MATRIX
systems.
Simply and quickly. With just one tool.
Compatible to other systems

Just one tool

Compatible and freely constructible
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MATRIX-Accessories

X-Grid Plate
The MATRIX system supplemented by grid holes.
If a reproducible construction of the installation is
necessary, the MATRIX modules are fixed precisely in
the grid holes.

Tidied up...
Each MATRIX set comes complete with a lockable,
sturdy case with protective foam inlays. So your
MATRIX set is always packed tidily and securely.
Your MATRIX case can be fastened to a mobile trolley
for easy transport.
Repeatable setup with integrated boreholes

Tidily and securely packed.

Mobile trolley for easy transport
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More MATRIX ...
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Exact contour formed and held for
machining processing
Milling, boring, jiggering with MATRIXClamping Systems
In solid steel-version and typical MATRIX:
the modular system provides flexibility
perfect form-fitted fixing of the
work piece
Intensive to dust, dirt or splinters
Further information in our Brochure
Machining or on the internet
www.matrix-innovations.com

MATRIX and 3D-Computer tomografie:
All MATRIX-Module are aviable in plasicversion for implemention in CT analysis.
radiolucent
aging resistant
compatibel
Further information in our Brochure
Computer Tomography or on the internet
www.matrix-innovations.com
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MATRIX-Innovative

We have a vision, from which you as a customer primarily benefit:
We want to face the challenges of the market by means of constant further development and
innovation. Your satisfaction is thereby very dear to us. We obtain detailed knowledge of your
needs by means of intensive co-operation and common development. This allows even individual
tasks to be carried out perfectly.
Challenge us!
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